
The Last Days Of Magic: Doctor Strange 2015-
2018

In the realm of comic books, magic has always been a fascinating and mysterious
aspect. From the conjuring spells of ancient sorcerers to the manipulation of
mystical energies, magic has captured our imagination and transported us to
realms beyond our own. One iconic character who embodies this fascination is
Doctor Strange, the sorcerer supreme of the Marvel Universe. From 2015 to
2018, a captivating storyline known as "The Last Days of Magic" unfolded in the
pages of Doctor Strange comics, plunging readers into a world of dark forces,
daunting challenges, and profound transformations. Let us journey together into
this enthralling saga and discover the last days of magic with Doctor Strange.

Setting the Stage

The Last Days of Magic event commenced in 2015, when writer Jason Aaron and
artist Chris Bachalo introduced a crisis that threatened to wipe out all magic from
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existence. In a world where supernatural forces had always played a significant
role, this cataclysmic threat posed a grave danger to both Earth and the
otherworldly dimensions Strange safeguarded. With foes like the Empirikul, who
zealously sought to eradicate magic, Doctor Strange was tasked with preventing
the extinction of such a vital element of existence.
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Doctor Strange's Evolution

Throughout this storyline, we witness Doctor Strange's notable evolution as a
character. As the weight of his responsibilities grows exponentially, Strange
confronts the limitations of his powers, ultimately pushing himself further than
ever before. He seeks to find new allies, amass ancient artifacts, and tap into
previously unknown depths of magic to protect his reality. This transformation not
only showcases the magnitude of Doctor Strange's determination but also delves
into the vulnerabilities of a seemingly all-powerful sorcerer.

A Multiverse in Peril

As the Empirikul's relentless assault continues, the veil separating different
dimensions begins to weaken. Strange's fight to defend magic extends beyond
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Earth, bringing him into contact with various mystical entities and drawing him
into the complex tapestry of the Marvel multiverse. From the mystical hidden city
of K'un-Lun to the dark dimension ruled by the demon Dormammu, Doctor
Strange traverses a wide array of realms, encountering both familiar faces and
unexpected allies along the way. In this battle for the survival of magic, the very
fabric of reality is at stake.

Magic and Consequences

One of the key themes explored throughout The Last Days of Magic is the notion
of consequences. As Doctor Strange explores the boundaries of magic, he must
grapple with the potential repercussions of his actions. The sacrifices he makes,
the choices he faces, and the inevitable losses he endures all contribute to the
gravity of his mission. The exploration of the consequences of magic adds depth
to the storyline, emphasizing the complexities of power and the need for balance
in the universe.

The Climactic Battle

The Last Days of Magic reaches its climax in a breathtaking battle that pushes
Doctor Strange to his limits. As the Empirikul's forces converge on the last
bastions of magic, Strange must summon every ounce of his mystical prowess to
defend what remains. The clash between overwhelming power and unwavering
determination creates a thrilling spectacle that captivates readers and leaves
them on the edge of their seats. The fate of magic itself hangs in the balance, and
the outcome will shape the destiny of countless worlds.

A New Era Begins

While The Last Days of Magic concludes with a resolution, it marks the beginning
of a new era for Doctor Strange and the mystical side of the Marvel Universe. The
events that unfold during this gripping storyline lay the foundation for future



stories and character development. Doctor Strange emerges from this crucible
forever changed, with a deeper understanding of magic and the role he plays in
preserving it. The Last Days of Magic is not only a riveting tale but also a pivotal
chapter in the ongoing journey of Doctor Strange.

The Last Days of Magic: Doctor Strange 2015-2018 delivers an enthralling
narrative that explores the limits of magic, the evolution of a hero, and the
consequences of wielding immense power. Jason Aaron's intricate storytelling
and Chris Bachalo's stunning artwork transport readers into a world of wonder,
danger, and mysticism. This epic storyline showcases the enduring appeal of
Doctor Strange and his crucial role in the vast tapestry of the Marvel Universe.
Whether you are a longtime fan of the Sorcerer Supreme or someone
experiencing this captivating tale for the first time, The Last Days of Magic is a
must-read for anyone seeking an extraordinary adventure that will leave you
spellbound.
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They've crossed the dimensions, purging each of all sorcery. Now the Empirikul
are here. And with Earth's Master of the Mystic Arts weakened beyond measure,
is there any chance of stopping them? The Sorcerer is no longer Supreme, and
he'll find himself at the mercy of the Imperator! With his magic destroyed and his
world on the brink of disaster, are there any more tricks left up Strange's sleeves?
Or failing that, how about some cool weapons? Plus: As the Empirikul wreak
havoc on magic users across the Marvel Universe, discover Wong's ultimate
sacrifice, watch Brother Voodoo make a stand, and meet a new player just as
she's about to lose the game!
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